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Abstract

Quadrilateral subdivision schemes come in primal and dual varieties, splitting faces or re-
spectively vertices. The scheme of Catmull-Clark is an example of the former, while the
Doo-Sabin scheme exemplifies the latter. In this paper we consider the construction of an
increasing sequence of alternating primal/dual quadrilateral subdivision schemes based on
a simple averaging approach. Beginning with a vertex split step we successively construct
variants of Doo-Sabin and Catmull-Clark schemes followed by novel schemes generalizing
B-splines of bidegree up to nine. We prove the schemes to beC1 at irregular surface points,
and analyze the behavior of the schemes as the number of averaging steps increases. We
discuss a number of implementation issues common to all quadrilateral schemes. In par-
ticular we show how both primal and dual quadrilateral schemes can be implemented in
the same code, opening up new possibilities for more flexible geometric modeling applica-
tions andp-versions of theSubdivision Element Method. Additionally we describe a simple
algorithm for adaptive subdivision of dual schemes.

Key words: Subdivision, quadrilateral, primal, dual, approximating, Doo-Sabin,
Catmull-Clark, B-splines, averaging

1 Introduction

Historically, subdivision schemes were derived from B-spline knot refinement rules [1]
to address the challenge of building smooth surfaces of arbitrary topology [2,3].
Beginning with an arbitrary connectivity control mesh, which forms a topological
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2-manifold possibly with boundary, the surface is constructed through a limiting
process of repeated refinement (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Examples of subdivision based on triangles and quadrilaterals respectively. On the
left Loop’s scheme and on the right the scheme of Catmull and Clark.

Subdivision consists of two components, atopological splitrule describing how
the connectivity of the control mesh is refined, and ageometric rulewhich deter-
mines the new control point positions from the old positions. Most constructions
use smoothing filters of (small) finite support and local definition with constant
coefficients depending only on the valence of vertices or faces in the support of
the filter. These schemes can be grouped according to a number of basic criteria
(Table 1) indicating whether they are

• approximating or interpolating with respect to the original control mesh point
positions;

• based on quadrilateral or triangle (hexagon) faces as basic primitive;
• of primal or dual type depending on the split rule (faces or vertices respectively).

Scheme approx. interpol. quad triangle primal dual

Midedge [4,5] ∗ ∗ ∗
Doo-Sabin [3] ∗ ∗ ∗
Catmull-Clark [2] ∗ ∗ ∗
Loop [6] ∗ ∗ ∗
Butterfly [7,8] ∗ ∗ ∗
Kobbelt [9] ∗ ∗ ∗

Table 1. Classification of major subdivision schemes.

Among approximating subdivision schemes those based on quadrilaterals assume
a special role since there exist both primal and dual schemes based on quadrilater-
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als [3,2,4,5,10]. Typically the topological step of a primal scheme is described as a
face splitwhile dual schemes employvertex splits(Figure 2).

primal

dual

Fig. 2. Primal subdivision schemes are based on face splits while dual subdivision schemes
perform vertex splits. Splits are typically four to one, though others are possible [11]. Here
we see examples of the Catmull-Clark (top) and Doo-Sabin (bottom) schemes acting on the
same input mesh (left). The region corresponding to a limit patch is highlighted.

In this paper we consider the construction of a family of alternating primal/dual
quadrilateral subdivision schemes in a unified framework. The approach is based
on a straightforward generalization of the repeated averaging construction for B-
splines [1] (Section 2). Our construction produces variants of Doo-Sabin and Catmull-
Clark as well as a number of novel schemes generalizing B-splines of arbitrary
degree. The smoothness of these schemes at irregular surface points up through
bidegree nine is proven for all valences (Section 4), and we observe that higher
order schemes exhibit problems around high valence faces/vertices which, surpris-
ingly, worsen with increasing order (Figure 19). The schemes are easy to implement
and we detail a number of implementation choices which (1) allow the concurrent
accommodation of primal and dual schemes within the same datastructure and (2)
support adaptive, crack-free tessellations for primal and dual schemes (Section 3).
Among all the schemes we single out biquartic subdivision, since it is only slightly
more expensive than Doo-Sabin but yields significantly nicer shapes. Even higher
order schemes may be of interest in CAGD applications as well as inp-methods for
the solution of PDEs based on the Subdivision Element Method [12].

Related Work. Since repeated averaging is a natural approach to the construc-
tion of higher order schemes it comes as no surprise that several researchers arrived
at the idea nearly simultaneously. For example, a construction of arbitrary order
quadrilateral subdivision schemes, identical to our approach, has been proposed by
Stam [13]. Stam also considers constructions based on double averaging and an
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initial classical Catmull-Clark, respectively Doo-Sabin step. A family of repeated
averaging schemes similar to ours was described in [14]. However, no analysis
was provided and no implementation details were discussed. Similarly, a class of
schemes based on 4-8 triangle meshes was derived through generalization of the
averaging construction of 4-direction splines by Velho and co-workers [10,15]. In
their setting 4-direction splines as well as 2-direction splines of increasing order can
be constructed by combining simple bisection refinement steps. Warren [16] con-
siders the construction of bi- and trivariate subdivision schemes based on factored
B-splines. Finally, Zheng and Kondo [17] consider adaptive Doo-Sabin subdivi-
sion.

Our work focuses on several aspects:

• uniform treatment of dual and primal schemes, based on an elementary barycen-
ter averaging step;

• implementation of adaptive primal and dual subdivision in a common frame-
work;

• theoretical study of the properties of the sequence of schemes, the eigenstructure
of the subdivision matrices, and of the characteristic maps.

Basic Assumptions. We assume that the reader is familiar with basic notions of
a mesh as a collection of vertices, edges and faces, and with control points as-
signed to vertices. The input mesh is expected to have 2-manifold topology. For
simplicity we further assume that there are no boundaries, a restriction that can be
relaxed. We emphasize the important distinction between thevertices—which have
no geometric positions—and controlpoints—which do carry geometric positions.
In distinction from the usual setup our meshes carry control points at verticesand
faces. The former will be referred to asprimal points, while the latter will be called
dual points.

2 Quadrilateral Subdivision as Repeated Averaging

Our common approach to primal and dual subdivision schemes is based on the idea
of dualization: compute the topological and geometric dual of a mesh by connecting
the barycenters of all faces, and repeat the process several times, jumping back
and forth. The result is a smoother mesh. For the complete process we need three
ingredients: vertex split, control point replication, and barycenter averaging:

• Vertex Split: Split each vertexv of valencek into k new vertices one for each
face containingv (Figure 3, left to middle). Build the new mesh by connecting
these vertices into faces, which are in 1-to-1 correspondence with the old ver-
tices, faces, and edges (Figure 3, right). Recall that each of these faces carries
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a control point (as yet with undefined value). Since all new vertices have four
vertex neighbors the most natural datastructure is that of quadtrees:k trees for
each original vertexv of valencek.

• Control Point Replication: Whenvertex split is used we initialize the control
points of the new vertices through assignment of the control point value of the
vertex whose split created them. One may think of this as order zero b-spline
control point refinement.

• Repeated Averaging:In this step we assign each face control point the barycen-
ter of its incident vertex control points and switch to the (topological) dual mesh.
This step is repeated as many times as desired. Note that an even number of such
repeated averaging and dualization steps results in a mesh of the same connec-
tivity.

Fig. 3. An input mesh (left) may consist of faces and vertices with arbitrary valence. In a
first step each vertex of valencek is split intok, one for each face incident (middle). These
are completed into a dual mesh by constructing new faces, one for each original vertex,
edge, and face (right).

In practice (Section 3) we construct the dual meshes only implicitly by recourse
to the control points associated with faces. With this convention dual and primal
meshes exist at the same time, and barycenter averaging just transfers data back
and forth between the associated control points. Figure 4 illustrates the averaging
process.

2.1 Subdivision by Repeated Averaging

We are now ready to consider the schemes that we obtain by means of repeated av-
eraging. If we only replicate control points, we can regard the resulting process as
constant subdivision; all new control points coincide with one of the old ones. Visu-
ally, the object does not change. Subsequent averaging steps result in the following
sequence of schemes.

First Step: Midpoint Subdivision. The first averaging step computes primal
control point positions as averages of dual (initial) control points (Figure 4, left),
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Fig. 4. After the initial vertex split (Figure 3) and point replication a sequence of alternating
dual to primal (left) and primal to dual (right) centroid averaging steps builds the ladder of
alternating primal dual averaging schemes. Centroid averages are indicated with arrows.

resulting in midpoint, i.e., generalized bilinear, subdivision.

Second Step: Doo-Sabin Subdivision. The second averaging step computes dual
control points as averages of neighboring primal control points (Figure 4, right) and
produces the Catmull-Clark variant of Doo-Sabin subdivision [2] (Figure 5). For

1 3

3 9

biquadratic weights
for indicated child

vertex split and point
replication

dual to primal
average

primal to dual
average

Fig. 5. In the regular setting of biquadratic splines a child is computed with the stencil
indicated on the left. The same effect can be achieved through two averaging steps.

irregular faces letpj
i , i = 0, . . . , k − 1 be the points associated with the verticesvj

i

of some face of valencek on subdivision levelj. New points are now computed as

pj+1
l =

k−1∑
i=0

wi−lp
j
i

with

wi−l =
δ(i − l)

2
+

δ(i − l + 1)

8
+

1

4k
, (1)

whereδ denotes the Kronecker symbol.
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Third Step: Catmull-Clark Subdivision. Continuing with a third averaging step
produces a variant of the Catmull-Clark scheme. We do not discuss this case in
detail, as it is quite similar to the the previous two cases.

The first new scheme appears after another averaging step and generalizes biquar-
tic splines. It is of particular interest as it requires little more machinery than bi-
quadratic subdivision, but yields significantly better results.

Fourth Step: Biquartic Subdivision. The subdivision stencil resulting from four-
fold averaging has support such that the scheme can be implemented with little
additional effort beyond the cost of a standard Doo-Sabin scheme. As mentioned
before, vertices are best organized as quadtrees in a dual subdivision scheme. It is
then natural to compute all four children of a given vertex at the same time. Con-
sidering the support size of the stencils for the Doo-Sabin scheme we see that this
implies access to all vertices of the faces incident to a given vertex. If these vertices
have to be accessed one may as well use non-zero coefficients for all of them for
eachchild. Figure 6 (left) shows the support of the resulting stencil for biquartic
B-spline subdivision in the regular case. Qu [18] was the first to consider a gener-
alization of the biquartic spline to the arbitrary topology setting. He derived some
conditions on the stencils but did not give a concrete set of coefficients. With our
simple averaging approach we arrive at a particular set of coefficients. In case that
at most one irregular face is incident on a given vertex,1 stencils shown in Figure 6
result. In these stencils the irregular face contributesadditionalweights as

nwi =
64

k
+ 48wi + 16wi−1 + 16wi+1

nei = 32wi + 16wi−1

sei = 16wi, (2)

wherewi are the weights of Equation 1,i = 0, . . . , k − 1 and indices are taken
modulok.

Fifth and Subsequent Steps. Clearly this process can be continued, generating
alternating dual and primal schemes. One can ask a number of questions about the
behavior of the schemes as the number of averaging steps increases: What degree
of continuity do they have at an irregular surface point? What happens to the sur-
face quality? These questions are considered in greater detail in Section 4, where
schemes up through order nine are analyzed. A qualitative comparison of basis
functions for orders two through nine and valences four and nine is shown in Fig-
ures 7 and 8 respectively. Even degree schemes have a square or ninegon in the
center with one vertex raised. Odd degree schemes have a valence four or nine

1 This is always the case after at most two subdivision steps.
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Fig. 6. Biquartic masks in the regular setting (left) and near an irregular face. In the latter
case there are three symmetry cases whose weights are given as a sum of fixed coefficients
and additional weights (nw, ne, andse) depending on the Doo-Sabin weights (see Equa-
tion 2).

vertex in the center which has been similarly raised. The increase in smoothness,
decrease in height and increase in support as a function of the number of averaging
steps is readily apparent. Figure 9 shows the result of applying degree two, three,
four and nine schemes to a more complex shape (control mesh on the left).

3 Implementation

In this section we detail one possible implementation of quadrilateral subdivision
schemes which is particularly simple and supports adaptive subdivision. The latter
is important in implementations since 4-to-1 splits exhaust memory at much too
fast a rate to be practical.

3.1 Mesh Representation

At the coarsest level the input control mesh is represented as a graph. Each input
vertex of valencek hask children, each associated with one of the incident faces
and carrying the root of a quadtree. These quadtree roots are arranged into a forest
in a four connected fashion: each quadtree root having a well defined quadtree root
neighbor in each of four directions

class QTreeR{
QTreeR* n[4]; // four neighbors
Vector3D dual; // holds the initial vertex split
QTree* root; // the actual tree

}

A quadtree is given as

class QTree{
QTree* p; // parent
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Fig. 7. Basis functions in the regular setting for dual schemes of degree two, four, six, and
eight (top) and primal schemes of degree three, five, seven, and nine (bottom).

Fig. 8. Basis functions near a nine-gon for dual schemes of degree two, four, six, and eight
(top) and at a vertex of valence nine for primal schemes of degree three, five, seven, and
nine (bottom).

QTree* c[4]; // children
Vector3D dual; // dual control point
Vector3D* primal[4]; // shared corners

}

The organization of quadtrees is depicted in Figure 10. Note that the primal vertices
are actually shared among levels, carrying one control point per level reflecting
the fact that in primal schemes old vertices receive new point positions at finer
levels. This can be achieved by maintaining an appropriately sized stack of point
positions at the corners. Both primal and dual subdivision can now be affected by
iterating over all faces and repeatedly averaging to achieve the desired order of
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Fig. 9. A more complex example showing the initial control mesh on the left followed by
the results of applying subdivision of degree two, three, four, and nine.

Fig. 10. Quadtrees carry dual control points (left). We may think of every quadtree element
as describing a small rectangular piece of the limit surface centered at the associated control
point (compare to Figure 2). The corners of those quads correspond to the location of primal
control points (right), which are shared among levels.

subdivision [16,10].

For all schemes up through bidegree four one may apply subdivision rules in the
more traditional setup by collecting the 1-ring of neighbors of a given control
point (primal or dual). Collecting a 1-ring requires only the standard neighbor find-
ing routines for quadtrees [19]. If the neighbor finding routine crosses from one
quadtree to another the quadtree root links are used to affect this transition. Nil
pointers indicate boundaries. With the 1-ring in hand one may apply stencils di-
rectly as indicated in Figure 6, for example. Using 1-rings and explicit subdivision
masks can be useful for the proper treatment of boundaries and corners [20].

Boundaries are typically dealt with in primal schemes through special boundary
rules. For example, in the case of Catmull-Clark one can ensure that the outer-
most row of control vertices describes an endpoint interpolating cubic spline (see,
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e.g., [20]). For dual schemes, for example Doo-Sabin, one can similarly run the
associated univariate subdivision scheme on the boundary. Unfortunately these ap-
proaches do not in general lead to smooth schemes on the boundary near irregular
vertices (respectively faces)2 . However, in practice these defects are not noticeable
and the simplified boundary treatment is the most straightforward to implement. It
is the choice we made in our code. Figure 11 shows a pipe shape with boundaries
done in this manner for degree two through nine.

Fig. 11. A three legged pipe showing the effects of boundaries and increasing degrees (two
through nine, left to right, top to bottom).

Adaptive Subdivision is mandatory for interactive applications to maintain high
frame rates while escaping the exponential growth in the number of polygons with
each subdivision step [8]. We first consider adaptive tessellations for primal quad
schemes and then show how the same machinery applies to dual quad schemes.

Adaptivity requires two components controlling geometry and connectivity respec-
tively. The former relies on some error measure, while the latter is concerned with
managing dependencies between nodes at different levels of the hierarchy as well
as their crack-free tessellation during output. We are concerned here only with the
connectivity aspects. Data dependencies may be managed in an elegant and purely
automatic fashion through lazy evaluation techniques. Crack-free tessellations re-
quire a restriction criterion which ensures that edge neighbors are off by no more
than one subdivision level [19]. However, a slightly stronger criterion is more use-
ful. Instead of enforcing the restriction criterion only across edges we ask that all
neighbors of a given quadtree node be off by no more than one level in the hier-
archy. This includes neighbors which share only a common corner, not just edges.

2 One typical problem arises when the boundary curve tangent vector does not lie in the
limit tangent plane as the irregular surface point is approached from the interior of the
surface; see [20] for an example.
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Such a vertex restriction criterion follows naturally from the traditional subdivision
stencils whose support is a 1-ring. In order to create a new point at a finer level, all
its parents’ 1-ring neighbors must be present. This idea is illustrated in Figure 12
for primal schemes. Once a vertex restricted adaptive quadtree exists one must take

not restricted edge restricted vertex restricted crackfree tesselation crackfree triangulation

Fig. 12. On the left an unrestricted adaptive primal quadtree. Arrows indicate edge and
vertex neighbors off by more than one level. Enforcing a standard edge restriction criterion
results in some additional subdivision. A vertex restriction criterion also disallows vertex
neighbors off by more than one level. Finally on the right some adaptive tessellations which
are crack-free.

care to output quadrilaterals or triangles in such a way that no cracks appear. Since
all rendering is done with triangles we focus on the crack-free triangulation case.
This requires the insertion of diagonals in all quadrilaterals. One can make this
choice randomly, but surfaces have a more visually pleasing appearance if this is
done in a regular fashion. Figure 13 illustrates this on the left for a group of four
children of a common parent. Here the diagonals are chosen to meet at the center.
The resulting triangulation is exactly the basic element of a 4-8 tiling [10]. To deal
with cracks we distinguish 16 cases. Given a leaf quadrilateral its edge neighbors
may be subdivided once less, as much, or once more. Only the latter case gives
rise to potential cracks from the point of view of the leaf quad. The 16 cases are
easily distinguished by considering a bit flag for each edge indicating whether the
edge neighbor is subdivided once more or not. Figure 13 shows the resulting tem-
plates (modulo symmetries). These are easily implemented as a lookup table. For

(4 cases)(4 cases)(1 case)
4 neighbors3 neighbors

(2 cases)
triangulated4 children

Templates for the adaptive caseCanonical case

(1 case)(4 cases)
2 neighbors2 neighbors1 neighborno neighbors

Fig. 13. On the left the canonical triangulation case for a group of four children of a com-
mon parent (primal). On the right are the 16 cases for adaptive triangulation of a leaf quadri-
lateral. Any one of the four edge neighbors may or may not be subdivided one level finer.
Using the indicated templates (and their symmetries) one can reliably triangulate an adap-
tive primal quad tree with a simple lookup table.

dual quadrilateral subdivision schemes crack-free adaptive tessellations are con-
siderably harder to generate. Recall that in a dual quad scheme a quadtree node
represents a control point, not a face. It potentially connects to all eight neighbors
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(see Figure 14, top left). Consequently there are 256 possible tessellations depend-
ing on eight neighbor states. To avoid this explosion of cases we instead choose

adaptive vertex hierarchy polygonal  mesh centroid mesh

update coarse-level centroids update fine-level centroids

1/2

1/4 1/4

1/4 1/4

1/2

Fig. 14. For dual quad schemes the canonical case is shown on the top left. An adaptive
leaf needs to know the state of eight neighbors to affect an adaptive crack-free tessellation
(second in top row). Instead we draw a centroid (primal) mesh. It uses control point aver-
ages at corners (left bottom) and averages on edges (right bottom). Which is used depends
on the neighbor state, i.e., is the neighbor subdivided once more or not.

to output a tessellation of the centroids of the dual control points, i.e., we perform
one final averaging step immediately before outputting what is then a primal mesh.
Note that this additional averaging step is only performed during output and does
not change the overall scheme. Figure 14 shows how to form the additional aver-
ages in an adaptive setting. With these drawing averages computed we apply the
templates of Figure 13 to render the output mesh. Figure 15 shows an example of
such an adaptively rendered mesh.

4 Analysis of Repeated Averaging Schemes

In this section we describe how techniques developed in [21] can be used to estab-
lish several facts about averaging subdivision schemes. In particular, we demon-
strate that all schemes up to and including nine averaging steps areC1 but notC2

continuous. Using our tools we examine the behavior of eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors and make several important observations about behavior of the schemes near
irregular vertices, respectively faces. One of the somewhat surprising conclusions
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Fig. 15. Detail of an adaptive dual subdivision surface and its crack-free triangulation.
Observe the transition between different levels of refinement in highly curved area under
the nose and the flat area on the cheek.

is that subdivision schemes of higher order behave in ways inferior to the behavior
of low order schemes near irregular vertices, respectively faces, of high valence. We
discuss potential reasons for this, and state a conjecture regarding the limit behavior
of these schemes as the number of averaging steps approaches infinity.

An important feature of our derivation is an improved way to reduce the subdivision
matrix to block-diagonal form. In addition to rotation invariance usually taken into
account, we take advantage of mirror symmetries to reduce the diagonal blocks to
pure real form, simplifying numerical analysis of the eigenstructure of the matrices.

4.1 Definitions

We start with introducing the basic notation for subdivision matrices. If we consider
a primal scheme, we call a meshk-regular, if it is a quadrangulation of a plane with
a single irregular vertex of valencek. For dual schemes ak-regular mesh is the
tiling of the plane with a singlek-gon and all other faces quadrilateral. For primal
schemes, them-neighborhood of the center consists ofm layers of vertices around
the irregular vertex, with layers shown in Figure 16. For dual schemes, them-
neighborhood consists ofm layers of vertices around the centralk-gon, counting
thek-gon itself as the first layer.

We call anm-neighborhoodinvariant if all control points in this neighborhood
on levelj + 1 can be computed knowing only the control points on levelj. For
any subdivision scheme with finitely supported masks there is aminimal invariant
neighborhood, i.e., an invariant neighborhood of a minimal sizem. It is easy to
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see that this invariant neighborhood has sizeN for dual schemes using2N and
primal schemes using2N + 1 averaging steps. Indeed, the first vertex split step
doubles the size of the neighborhood to2m. Given all control points in the duall-
neighborhood we can compute all points in the primall − 1-neighborhood formed
by the centers of faces; one more dualization step allows us to compute all points
in a duall − 1-neighborhood. Thus, for each two averaging steps the size of the
neighborhood over which points can be computed shrinks by one. AfterN double
averaging steps, the neighborhood shrinks to size2m−N . For the neighborhood to
be minimally invariant, this size should be exactlyN , yieldingm = N . A similar
argument holds for primal schemes.

Eachm-neighborhood of ak-regular vertex can be separated intok sectors. Each
sector containsm2 vertices for dualk-regular meshes andm(m + 1) vertices for
primalk-regular meshes.

Subdivision Matrices. For stationary schemes, the relations between control points
on different levels are linear. For an invariant neighborhood we consider a square
matrix which maps the vectorpj of control points on levelj to the vector of control
pointspj+1 on levelj + 1. We call such matricessubdivision matrices. Two subdi-
vision matrices are of importance to us: the minimal subdivision matrix, acting on
the minimal invariant neighborhood of sizeN , and the subdivision matrix acting on
the neighborhood of sizeN + 1. We call the latter thecomplete subdivision matrix,
or subdivision matrix for short.

The importance of the complete subdivision matrix arises from its role in the smooth-
ness analysis of subdivision schemes. The latter requires the examination of the
characteristic map, initially introduced in [22]. We use a slightly different defini-
tion of the characteristic map which can be found in [23]. The minimal subdivision
matrix, which is a submatrix of the complete matrix is primarily used to compute
subdominant eigenvalues.

Characteristic Map. Assume that the largest eigenvalues of the complete subdi-
vision matrix areλ0, λ1, λ2, andλ3. Furthermore, assume that the largest eigenvalue
λ0 = 1, and all these eigenvalues have trivial Jordan blocks. Finally, assume thatλ1

andλ2 are real, and1 > |λ1| ≥ |λ2| > |λ3|. The characteristic map in this case is
defined using the eigenvectorsx1 andx2 of eigenvaluesλ1 andλ2. Note that each
eigenvector component corresponds to a vertex in the invariant neighborhood. To
each vertexv of the invariant neighborhood assign the pair of the corresponding
components of the eigenvectors(x1(v), x2(v)) as a 2D control point. It is easy to
see that given a neighborhood of sizeN + 1 on level0 we can compute all con-
trol points in a2j + N -neighborhood on levelj. In the limit we get a dense set of
control points for a patch surrounding the center of thek-regular mesh. Thus, the
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control mesh formed from the components of the eigenvectors can be used to de-
fine a map from a regulark-gon into the plane. This map is called thecharacteristic
map. A more general definition eliminating limitations on the eigenvalues can be
found in [23]. The more limited definition given here is sufficient for the schemes
that we consider. In [22] it was shown that for a scheme to beC1-continuous it is
sufficient for the characteristic map to be regular and injective.

11 12 13

21 22 23

31 32 33

41 42 43

12 13

21 22 23

31 32 33

11

Fig. 16. The indices of the vertices in a sector of the control mesh for the characteristic
map. On the left the numbering for dual schemes and on the right the numbering for primal
schemes.

4.2 Subdivision Matrices

The subdivision matrices we need to consider are of sizek(N+1)2 for dual schemes
and1 + k(N + 1)(N + 2) for primal schemes. To reduce the complexity of the
analysis of subdivision matrices, we reduce them to block-diagonal form, using
well-known DFT techniques. In addition, we take advantage of the mirror symme-
tries present in coefficients of schemes invariant with respect to automorphisms of
meshes, converting the blocks on the diagonal to purely real matrices, depending
on a single parameterc = cos(2πs/k), s = 0 . . . k − 1 (s indexes the sector). The
transformed matrices are block-diagonal, withk blocks B(c), c = cos(2πs/k),
s = 0 . . . k − 1 on the diagonal. These blocks have size(N + 1)2 × (N + 1)2 for
dual schemes. For primal schemes, the blockB(0) has size(1+(N +1)(N +2))×
(1 + (N + 1)(N + 2)) and the rest(N + 1)(N + 2) × (N + 1)(N + 2).

Transforming Subdivision Matrices. To define the transformations of the sub-
division matrix, we use the numbering shown in Figure 16. Each control point is
indexed by three indices: the first one is the sector number, while the other two
define the position of the point inside the sector. In the following we describe our
derivation for the dual case; the primal case is similar with changes in numbering
required to account for the somewhat different structure of each sector.

Suppose subdivision formulas for control pointsps
ij, s = 0 . . . k − 1, i, j = 1 . . . m
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are given by

p′sij =
∑
t,l,m

atlm
sij ptlm

whereatlm
sij are the coefficients of subdivision, i.e., the entries in the subdivision

matrix, andp′sij are the control points of the subdivided mesh. Rotational symmetry
yields relationsatlm

sij = a0lm
s−t ij for any t, s, which makes it possible to reduce the

matrix to block-diagonal form through the application of a DFT obtaining

p′ij(ω) =
∑
l,m

alm
ij (ω)plm(ω)

with ω one of the complexk-th roots of unity. Mirror symmetry results in the rela-
tionsat lm

s ij = a−t ml
−s ij . In the Fourier domain, the mirror symmetry conditions result

in alm
ij (ω) = aml

ji (ω) = aml
ji (ω). From now on, we drop the dependence onω to

simplify the formulas.

We split the control points into three groups: (a) diagonalpii; (b) upper triangular
pij, i < j; and (c) lower triangularpij, j < i. Now the subdivision equations
become

p′ij =
∑
l<m

(
alm

ij plm + aml
ij pml

)
+

∑
l

all
ijpll

p′ji =
∑
l<m

(
alm

ji plm + aml
ji pml

)
+

∑
l

all
ijpll

p′ii =
∑
l<m

(
alm

ii plm + aml
ii pml

)
+

∑
l

all
iipll

wherei < j. We introduce new variables:qij = (1/2)(pij +pji), qji = (1/2I)(pij−
pji), for i < j, andqii = pii, whereI =

√−1. We call these simple transformations
symmetrization transforms. The subdivision equations for the new variables are
given as

q′ij =
∑
l<m

(
clm
ij qlm + cml

ij qml

)
+

∑
l

cll
ijqll

q′ji =
∑
l<m

(
clm
ji plm + cml

ji qml

)
+

∑
l

cll
jiqll

q′ii =
∑
l<m

(
clm
ii qlm + cml

ii qml

)
+

∑
l

cll
iiqll

with coefficients

clm
ij =

1

2

(
alm

ij + aml
ij + alm

ji + aml
ji

)
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cml
ij =

I

2

(
alm

ij − aml
ij + alm

ji − aml
ji

)

clm
ji =

−I

2

(
alm

ij + aml
ij − alm

ji − aml
ji

)

cml
ji =

1

2

(
alm

ij − aml
ji − alm

ji + aml
ji

)

cll
ij =

1

2

(
all

ij + all
ji

)

cll
ji =

1

2

(
all

ij − all
ji

)

clm
ii =

1

2

(
alm

ii + aml
ii

)

clm
ii =

I

2

(
alm

ii − aml
ii

)

cll
ii = all

ii

wherei < j. Using the mirror symmetry conditionalm
ij = aml

ji we see that the above
coefficients are equal to their conjugates, and thus real.

Observe that the coefficientsclm
ij andclm

ji are just the real parts ofalm
ij ± aml

ij . Since
theclm

ij andcml
ji are Fourier transforms of finite real sequences, their real parts can

be regarded as polynomial functions of the variablec = cos(2πs/k). Similarly,
the coefficientsclm

ji andcml
ji are imaginary parts of the Fourier transforms of real

sequences, and can be written in the formsin(2πs/k)F (cos(2πs/k)), whereF is
some polynomial. The same is true for the other coefficients. A final rescaling ofqji

by sin(2πs/k) reduces all coefficients to polynomial functions ofc = cos(2πs/k).
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For example, for the biquartic scheme the resulting transformed matrix is

B(c) =
1

256




8 c2 + 58 c + 75 20 + 10 c 1 −10 + 10 c2 0 0 0 0 0

4 c2 + 54 c + 95 60 + 26 c 5 −26 + 26 c2 0 0 0 0 0

18 c + 99 100 + 10 c 25 −10 + 10 c2 0 0 0 0 0

−4 c − 40 −24 0 −24 c + 40 0 0 0 0 0

25 c + 50 105 + 50 c 10 50 c2 − 50 5 c + 10 1 0 0 −5 + 5 c2

5 c + 50 125 + 10 c 50 −10 + 10 c2 c + 10 5 0 0 c2 − 1

25 100 100 0 10 20 1 0 0

−5 −10 0 75 − 10 c −1 0 0 5 10 − c

−25 −50 0 95 − 50 c −5 0 0 1 10 − 5 c




The complete transformed subdivision matrix is block diagonal, with blocks on the
diagonal each given asB(c) for c = cos(2πs/k) for s = 0 . . . k − 1.

Subdivision Matrices for Averaging Schemes. The above considerations apply
to any subdivision scheme with symmetric rules (rules invariant with respect to ro-
tations and mirror reflections ofk-regular meshes). Now we consider how the sub-
division matrix for averaging schemes can be computed. The crucial observation
is that the operation of taking the DFT transform commutes with subdivision; this
means that we can iteratively construct complete subdivision rules applying the av-
eraging steps directly to the DFT form of the control pointspij(ω). More precisely,
whenever all four points we average are from the same sector, the Fourier domain
averaging takes the form(1/4) (pij(ω) + pi−1 j(ω) + pi j+1(ω) + pi−1 j(ω)). In the
case when we need to use control points from an adjacent sector, we substitute
the Fourier transform version. For example, instead ofps−1 ij we useωpij(ω). This
yields two simple linear matrix operations acting on the two-dimensional arrays of
Fourier domain control pointspij(ω): one for going from dual to primal (Figure 4,
left) and one for going from primal to dual (Figure 4, right). Iterative application of
these operations to an initial array obtained by replication of all values in symbolic
form automatically yields subdivision rules for a scheme of any order. Once the
rules are obtained, the subdivision matrix is extracted as the matrix of coefficients
of the rules. Finally, symmetrization transforms are applied to obtain real subdivi-
sion matrices. We have performed all these operations using the symbolic algebra
system Maple V.
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4.3 Eigenstructure

The analysis for all averaging schemes is similar to the analysis of the eigenvalues
of the subdivision matrix for Kobbelt’s quadrilateral scheme presented in [21]. The
transformations described in the previous section reduce the analysis of a subdi-
vision matrix to analysis of a family of smaller matricesB(c) parameterized by
c = cos(2πs/k). The characteristic polynomial ofB(c) can be regarded as a poly-
nomialP (λ, c) in two variables. The eigenvalue plots for the first eight nontrivial
schemes are shown in Figure 17. From the plot it is clear that the largest eigenvalue

10.50-0.5–1

10.50-0.5–1

10.50-0.5–1

10.50-0.5–1

10.50-.5–1

10.50-0.5–1

10.50-0.5–1

10.50-0.5–1

2 4 6 8

3 75 9

Fig. 17. The magnitudes of the eigenvalues of the diagonal blocks of the transformed sub-
division matrices for the averaging schemes of degree two through nine as functions of
c = cos 2π/k, wherek is the valence. Rather than showing discrete points for integer
values ofk, we show the continuous dependence onc. The plots have logarithmic scale
vertically, each horizontal coordinate line corresponds to2−j , j = 1 . . . 14.

increases as a function ofc. Using interval arithmetic methods to get reliable upper
and lower bounds for the eigenvalues, we prove the following proposition:

Proposition 1 For all eight schemes, any valencek, and anym = 1 . . . k − 1
the largest eigenvalue is real and unique, and for any subdivision matrix block
B(cos(2mπ/k)), m 6= k−1, 1 the largest eigenvalue is less than the largest eigen-
value of the blocksB(2π/k) andB(2π(k − 1)/k). The unique largest eigenvalue
is the only eigenvalue in the interval[0.5, 1], for k > 4.

The detailed proof with all calculations can be found in a Maple worksheet avail-
able from the authors. Here we present an outline of the proof. The proof is per-
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formed in several steps:

(1) We show that forc < 0, all roots of the characteristic polynomialP (c, λ) are
less than0.51.

(2) We show that for anyc ∈ [0 . . . 1], there is a unique real rootλ = µ of
P (λ, c) in the interval[0.48+0.23c, 0.54+0.23c] (dual schemes) and[0.485+
0.2c, 0.55 + 0.22c] (primal schemes), the functionµ(c) is C1-continuous and
increases.

(3) We “deflate” the characteristic polynomial (i.e., divide byλ − µ) and verify
that all roots of the deflated polynomial are inside the circle of radius0.5 for
c ∈ [0, 1].

We use the Marden-Jury test [24] to show that the roots of a polynomial are inside a
circle of radius0.51 and0.5 in the complex plane in steps 1 and 3 respectively. This
test requires only a simple algebraic calculation on the coefficients of the polyno-
mial and can be performed easily for symbolic and interval coefficients. See [21]
for details regarding the application of this test.

Proposition 1 allows us to compute the subdominant eigenvalue with arbitrary pre-
cision for anyk and establishes that it always corresponds to the blocks withm = 1
andm = k−1. Figure 18 shows comparison of the subdominant eigenvalue behav-
ior for averaging schemes, as the conjectured limit function discussed below. We
observe that as the number of averaging steps increases, the subdominant eigen-
values also increase for large valences. This suggests that for large valences con-
vergence of subdivision to the limit near irregular vertices (respectively faces) of
large valence will be slow, and the quadrilateral size near irregular vertices will be
extremely nonuniform. This is confirmed by experiments (Figure 19).

4.4 Analysis of the Characteristic Maps

Instead of proving that a characteristic map is injective, it is sufficient to verify that
it maps only zero to zero, and has index 1. More precisely, the following theorem
was proved in [21]:

Theorem 2 Suppose a characteristic mapΦ satisfies the following conditions:

(1) the pre-imageΦ−1(0) contains only one element, 0;
(2) the characteristic map has a Jacobian of constant sign everywhere onR

2 ex-
cept zero.

Then the extension of the characteristic map is a surjection and a covering away
from 0. In particular, if the winding number with respect to the origin of the image
Φ(γ) of a simple curve is 1, the characteristic map is injective and the scheme is
C1-continuous.
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Fig. 18. Subdominant eigenvalues for primal (left) and dual (right) averaging schemes and
the conjectured limit curve (gray) for the number of averaging steps increasing to infinity.
While the eigenvalues for large valences appear to increase as expected, the data is not
sufficient to strongly confirm our hypothesis.

Fig. 19. Behavior of dual schemes of degree 2, 10, and 30 (top row), and primal schemes
of degree 3, 11, and 31 (bottom row) near an irregular face (respectively vertex) of valence
30.

For averaging schemes the characteristic map can theoretically be computed in
closed form. However, this is relatively difficult even for bicubic schemes and be-
comes impractical for higher order schemes. Instead we use general tools that eval-
uate a sufficiently close approximation of the Jacobian of the characteristic map
to verify regularity. Similarly, rather than computing the image of a curve enclos-
ing zero under the characteristic map in explicit form, we use a sufficiently close
piecewise linear approximation.

The characteristic mapΦ satisfies the scaling relationΦ(y/2) = µΦ(y), whereµ
is the subdominant eigenvalue andy is a point in thek-gonal planar domain of
the characteristic map. To establish regularity of the map, it is sufficient to exam-
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ine its behavior on a ring around an irregular vertex, such that under the iterative
application of the scaling transformationt → t/2, the copies of the ring cover 1-
neighborhood of the center. Due to the rotational symmetry of the characteristic
map, only one segment needs to be examined; for the biquartic scheme, for exam-
ple, we end up with the control mesh shown in Figure 20(c), which is defined on
a subset of a regular quadrilateral grid. The size of this control mesh does not de-
pend on the valence. For all other schemes, control meshes for several valences are

a b c

Fig. 20. Examples of characteristic map control meshes for the biquartic scheme. (a) The
control mesh for the characteristic map for valence five. The control mesh after two subdi-
vision steps is shown with thin lines. (b) The control mesh for a single ring of the charac-
teristic map (the limit patches are shown in gray). (c) The control mesh for one sector of
the ring.

shown in Figure 21.

Let L∞ be the limit function of subdivision,Lm be its approximation afterm steps,
and letpm be the vector of control points of a subdivision surface. Then the follow-
ing estimate holds [25,21]:

‖L∞ − Lm‖∞ ≤ c

1 − γ
D (pm) , (3)

whereD is the contraction function, which we choose to be‖∇p‖∞, with ∇ being
the vector of directional differences. The constantsγ andc can be computed from
the coefficients of subdivision.

For a convergent subdivision schemeS, one can always find amatrix difference
subdivision schemeS ′ (i.e., a scheme whose coefficients are matrices) acting on
the vectors of differences at each vertex, such that∇Sp = S ′∇p. If the scheme is
C1 on regular grids, then an estimate similar to Equation 3 holds for the difference
scheme, with different constantsγD andcD used instead ofc andγ.
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Fig. 21. Control meshes for a single segment of the characteristic map for averaging
schemes, shown as a function of valence and numbers of subdivision steps. The scale is
chosen so that the sector angle isπ/4 and control points in the1-neighborhood are at a
fixed distance from the center.

These estimates can be used to compute approximations to the characteristic map
and its derivatives with guaranteed error bounds; if the lower estimate for the Ja-
cobian of the characteristic map obtained in this way is positive (or upper estimate
negative), the map is guaranteed to be regular. For the schemes that we consider
γ = γD = 1/2, c varies in the range from1/2 to 35/32, andcD varies in the range
from 1/2 to 75/64. The behavior of upper and lower bounds for Jacobians is shown
in Figure 22.

C2-Continuity. The same analysis that is used to establishC1-continuity, with
small modifications, can be used to show that the schemes arenotC2-continuous at
the irregular points. Indeed, all eigenvalues of the subdivision matrix are eigenval-
ues of the blocksB(c); we have identified the largest eigenvalue for every block
numberm and every valencek such thatc = cos(2πm/k) > 0, and demon-
strated that the corresponding eigenvector produces a nondegenerate limit func-
tion. We have also established thatµ(c), the largest eigenvalue ofB(c) increases
as function ofc. Therefore, the third largest eigenvalue is the eigenvalue of block
B(cos(4π/k)). Clearly, ask increases, the difference betweenµ(cos(2π/k)) and
µ(cos(4π/k)) becomes negligible. Formally, we verify that the third largest eigen-
value is larger than a square of the subdominant eigenvalue using interval arithmetic
and our eigenvalue estimates. Analysis identical toC1-continuity analysis guaran-
tees that the corresponding eigenbasis function is not degenerate. This contradicts
necessary conditions forC2-continuity [23].
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Fig. 22. The upper and lower bounds for the Jacobian (upper and lower curve in each chart)
of the characteristic maps as functions of the valence for averaging subdivision schemes of
bidegree two through nine (top left to bottom right).
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Behavior at Infinity. Our proof ofC1-continuity for high valences is based on
the following important fact: the control configuration for a single sector of the
characteristic map obtained from the transformed subdivision matrix depends only
on c = cos(2π/k), and approaches a non-degenerate limit configuration ask →
∞. Figure 23 shows an example for the biquartic scheme. We are using interval
arithmetic to examine approximations to characteristic maps. Suppose the control
mesh was computed using the interval[1− ε, 1] for c. If we verify that the Jacobian
has constant sign for this control mesh with interval control points, we have verified
this fact simultaneously for all control meshes for whichc ∈ [1 − ε, 1].

To complete the analysis of the scheme we need to describe the behavior ofµ(c)
at infinity. Specifically, to use our algorithm for verification of smoothness for all
valences, we need to estimate the corresponding interval valueµ(c) for an interval
c = [1 − ε, 1], so that the eigenvectors can be computed. Asµ(c) changes slowly,
linear approximation is sufficient for our purposes. The upper bound for the deriva-
tive µ′

c at c = 1 can be computed easily if we regard the characteristic polynomial
as a functionF (µ, c) of two variablesµ andc, and estimateµ′(c) using the ratio of
the components of the gradient of this function. The upper bound forµ′(c) in the
region of interest is0.5 for all schemes that we have considered.

k=4 k=6 k=10 k=20 k=100

Fig. 23. Ask → ∞, c = cos(2π/k) → 1, and rescaled control meshes for a segment of the
characteristic map converge to a limit.

Summary of Analysis. All eight schemes that we have analyzed areC1 at ir-
regular vertices, respectively faces, for all valences. However, these schemes are
not C2 for valences greater than 4. As the number of smoothing steps increases,
the eigenvalues for large valences also increase. In addition, the characteristic map
become increasingly nonuniform, as can be seen from the behavior of Jacobians
(Figure 22) and control meshes (Figure 21).

4.5 Behavior for Large Number of Averaging Steps

While we did not rigorously analyze the behavior of schemes for very large num-
bers of averaging steps, one can extrapolate from the observed behavior. Using
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some informal arguments we can state a conjecture regarding the limit of the char-
acteristic maps. These considerations are far from complete.

Consider the sequence of primal schemes obtained by applying double barycenter
averagingN times, forN = 1 . . . acting on ak-regular mesh. If we apply an infinite
number of averaging steps at each subdivision step, and at each step the process
converges, we get the same configuration up to a scale factor. Denote byS∞ a
single step of the smoothing operator. Suppose we start with an arbitrary initial
configurationx, and the sequence(S∞)j x converges tox0. ThenS∞x0 = x0,
and applyingS∞ an infinite number of times can be interpreted as solving the
infinite linear system(I − S∞)x0 = 0. Note that for all vertices excluding the
center point and its neighbors, and vertices onk rays extending the edges incident
on the central vertex, the system has a very simple form and is a discretization
of the Laplace equation∆f = 0 for uniform grids on the plane. Our grid is an
affine transformation of the regular grid only in the interior of each sector; across
sector boundaries, the smoothing operation is no longer the discretization of the
Laplacian.

However, we can reparameterize thek-regular mesh using a parameterization which
has the following property: as we move further from zero, our smoothing operator
converges to the discretization of the Laplacian. One can demonstrate that this is
achieved by a map described in [23], which, once restricted to a single sector and
adjusted for quadrilateral schemes, is a composition of an affine transform maphk

mapping a sector with angle2π/k to a sector with angleπ/2 and the conformal
mappingz → z4/k, mapping it back to the sector with angle2π/k.

Once the reparameterization is done, the reparameterized limit characteristic map
is likely to be a solution of Laplace’s equation almost everywhere, excluding a
single point. Given the rotational symmetries that we require, the most natural
(but not unique) candidate is the identity. Thus, we come to the conclusion that
on a single sector the limit characteristic map composed with the reparameter-
ization and the identity is(·)4/k ◦ hk. This immediately suggests the limit be-
havior of eigenvalues: for our schemes, the characteristic map satisfies the scal-
ing relationΦ(z/2) = µΦ(z) whereµ is the subdominant eigenvalue. The map
Φ∞(z) = (hk(z))4/k satisfies the scaling relation withµ = 2−4/k. This assumption
appears to be in reasonable agreement with our data (Figure 18).

5 Conclusion

B-splines of arbitrary order can be constructed in the regular setting through a pro-
cess of upsampling followed by the appropriate number of averaging steps. In the
arbitrary topology setting upsampling turns into a topological vertex split opera-
tion. Averaging remains well defined by computing dual control points as centroids
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of their neighboring primal control points and vice versa. Such repeated averaging
constructions of subdivision schemes which generalize tensor product B-splines to
the arbitrary topology setting are conceptually simple and easy to implement. We
have shown in this paper that the resulting schemes areC1 (but notC2) at irregular
vertices (primal; odd degree) respectively faces (dual; even degree) for up to and
including nine averaging steps. All schemes can be accommodated concurrently in
the same quadtree datastructures and adaptive subdivision is easily accommodated
even in the case of dual schemes.

Potential applications for these schemes can be found in CAGD which at times
requires higher order schemes than the most often used bicubics. Additional ap-
plication areas include the Subdivision Element Method which could benefit from
adaptive order basis functions as required byp-methods.

In our current framework boundaries are not well accommodated. It is straightfor-
ward to use the appropriate univariate subdivision scheme on the boundary, but it is
well known that irregular vertices, respectively faces, on the boundary are problem-
atic without special accommodation in the subdivision stencils. Similar problems
appear at corners. In future work it would be interesting to pursue simple local
modifications of the atomic averaging steps to build rules that work correctly on
the boundaries. On the theory side it would be desirable to find an answer regard-
ing the smoothness of repeated averaging schemes as the number of averaging steps
grows without bound.
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